As an outstanding composite string, Alliance Vivace satisfies the requirements of the most demanding violinists offering:

- Very fast and accurate response under bow action in pianissimi, fortissimi, spiccato, sautillé, staccato passages.
- Large possibilities of nuances under the lightest bow pressure.
- Rich tonal color and focus comparable to a gut string more upper harmonics.

Easy to play on every position while benefiting from an improved longevity and pitch stability, they allow confidence and ease in playing.

Thanks to their composite fiber core, they are not affected by temperature and changes in humidity and are immediately playable.

They can be set up together with gut, nylon or steel strings.

**VIOLIN SETS**

- **ALLIANCE VIVACE sets in 3 tensions:**
  Available with a Mi-E-1 ball end: ref. 800MLB, 800MB, 800FB
  or a loop end: ref. 800ML, 800M, 800F.

Color of the notes. The blue ring corresponds to the medium tension set.

- **Green ring:** low tension
- **Orange ring:** high tension

**VIOLA SETS**

- **ALLIANCE sets in 3 tensions:**
  ref. 830L, 830M, 830F.

Color of the notes. The blue ring corresponds to the medium tension set.

- **Green ring:** low tension
- **Orange ring:** high tension

Alliance strings offer a complementary choice to viola players who often have difficulties in finding the perfect balance on their instrument.

Like the Alliance Vivace for violin, they just benefit from our new production process (more string parameters controlled) which give the string its enhanced characteristics: full richness of tone and larger expression possibilities.

Furthermore, viola players appreciate their immediate playability.

The composite Alliance fiber core gives the Alliance strings their exceptional sound qualities, enhanced by the use of tungsten together with traditional materials like pure silver, aluminium...